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Quote

Al Briggs

“Al is one of the sweetest Microlab staff ever. There is nothing like a smile
from Al to cheer you up even when you are having a bad day in the lab.”

Kim Chan
Jimmy Chang

“Jimmy is an invaluable asset to the Microlab. He is a treasure chest of
knowledge, always there to give feedback and help with lab issues.
Without their upkeep, so many of us lab members would never have a
chance to succeed.”

Joe Donnelly

“Joe is so sweet. He is an invaluable asset to the Microlab and his
earnestness to help never goes unnoticed.”

Phill Guillory

"Phill is the all-knowing seer into lab equipment, facilities, and utilities."

Bob Hamilton

“Bob is an amazing manager without whom the Microlab would never be
what it is. He is always eager to help, listen to your problems and
suggestions, and is always genuinely interested in every single member’s
process succeeding.”

Susan KelloggSmith

“Behind the scene and behind her desk, Susan makes the Microlab work.”

Marilyn Kushner

“No one can thank her enough for her support to Microlab members.
Without people like Marilyn, the Microlab wouldn’t be what it is today.”

Ben Lake

“Ben is a great resource in the machine shop. He’s always been super
helpful whether I’ve needed advice, borrowed tools, and had a rush order
for the machine shop that my adviser just had to get filled.”

David Lo

“Without David Lo, everything would be down in the Microlab.”

Brian McNeil

“Brian goes above and beyond the call of duty. Whether it’s a sick vacuum
pump or a body shop recommendation, I know I can turn to Brian for
help.”

Jay Morford

“Jay always tries to be upbeat and no matter how busy is he, he always
has a minute to say Hi and see how things are going with you. He is
sincere, ever so helpful and I don’t know how lab members would go on
without him fixing up the tools as well as he does. Jay’s constant efforts to
support our lab needs never go unnoticed by us, labmembers.” “I can’t get
enough of his peanuts.”

Sia Parsa

"Sia is a great manager for the Microlab. I cannot give enough kudos to Sia
for dealing with so many different people and their needs and issues so
effectively."

Danny Pestal

"Danny always gets the job done quickly when you need him and never
hesitates to go the extra mile to help."

Adrienne Ruff

"I don't know how Adrienne does it. She's always so cheerful and helpful
when I need to buy my supplies. Her hard work efficiency, and always
ready to help nature never goes unnoticed."

Rosemary Spivey

“Rosemary makes sure the Microlab runs smoothly - I’m so glad we have
her!”

Evan Stateler

"Evan cracks me up - he has a great sense of humor. Evan is willing to do
what it takes to bring order to chaos in the Microlab."

